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A YEAR AGO THIS MONTH
When Franklin D. Roosevelt and his administra-

THE WEATHER

ton took over the governmental reins last year, the

“Everybody talks about it, but nobody does anything about it!” When it is hot we wish it were

slogan was “The Dawn of a New Era.”

cold; when it rains we are invariably on a picnic;

That slogan, at this time, was propaganda, pure

and simple.
No man or men could, over night, bring the dawn
of complete recovery to a nation as vast as ours
that had for years been stumbling blindly in a maze
of executive fallacies.
The new administration did, it is true, have a set

program, certain measures of which were immediately put into effect, but the actual work of recon-

and when it is dry all the crops burn up.
When we meet a stranger we talk about the
weather; when we are at a loss for ideas we talk
about the weather. We hate it, we love it; we cannot live with it, and we cannot live without it. It
governs our plans and regulates our habits; it in-

vigorates or bores us.

The only moral, and the only plan we can follow,
with regard to weather, is to remember that we

struction depended upon much more than a pro-

must have it all the days of our lives, and as such,

gram.

the best we can do is to tolerate it, be glad when it
is right, and when it is not right be glad it is not

The co-operation of 120,000,000 Americans was

required.
The actual economic condition of the country today is probably worse than it ever has been, but
the situation finds its justification in the fact that
we are now resting on the rock bottom. We havea
sound place from which we can build constructively to a normal condition.
This is not the time to grow panicky and give up
the ship, nor is it the time to stand on the curb and
vigorously wave the flag.
Now is the time to think for one’s selfi—to think

worse.
Summer, autumn, winter, spring—each has its
particular part to play in the continuance of God’s

unbiased—to co-operate, to pray, and give thanks
that the ship of state is still afloat.

particular effect. Weather is part of God’s plan
and intrinsically cannot be bad.

universe.

Each is for a set purpose, outlined by

God and completely understood only by Him.
We do not question the position of the various
planetary bodies, nor do we attempt to regulate the
velocity of the earth’s revolutions, yet neither of
these is more important to the well-being of the universe than the various temperatures that alternately
leave the outer regions to envelop the earth in its
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STUDENTS NEED SLEEP
Students do not get enough sleep.
it is hardly necessary to eulogize on the necessity of rest, getting at least eight hours sleep each
night, of relaxing enough so that the body will be

physically fit to do its mental work.
All students know this, and yet how many observe it? How many go around the campus with
trembling hands, wan faces, and dark circles under
their eyes? How many attempt to imbibe knowledge when their minds are not physically fit to receive it?
How many go around despondent, believing that

the whole world is against them, when all they need
is a few hours good sleep?
Whether the educational system or the student
himself is at fault is a question for argument. Some
courses, it is known, require too much outside
work, and conscientious students are not allowed

BRAINS AND BRAWN
The first five players of Indiana University’s bas-

ketball team averaged 29 credit points in their scholastic records for the first semester. None of the
men who have played 100 minutes or more in var-

sity contests this season failed in any work.
That fact rather explodes again the more or less
popular theory that brains and brawn are like east
and west and the twain shall never meet. Any

number of instances could be cited to show that basketball players are not the only intelligent athletes.
There are several track and football men who have
a habit of making straight A’s each semester.
To be branded as stupid by the unwitting public
must be a considerable burden to those athletes
possessing good minds. However, they can’t go
about telling every one that they really are pretty
smart. That would be bragging. It remains for
the general public to awaken to the fact that not all

their necessary amount of rest.
But on the other hand, many students put off

athletes are morons, and that their intelligence rat-

studying until the last minute, and consequently

-~The Indiana Daily Student.

spend late hours studying.

ing in fact often is a little higher than the average.

Again, many students

stay up until all hours talking or reading.
lf the university is a place for education, it is also
a place for common sense. And students ought to
take off a few hours and “catch up” on their sleep,
as they are intending to do.—Louisiana State Reveille.
KNOW YOUR COLLEGE
A senior in the College of Science spoke to a
friend in his home city of the excellent work done
at Notre Dame in bacteriology and allied fields.
‘lhe friend, interested and a bit surprised—know-

ing Notre Dame as “the team that lost five games,”
was impressed. He passed the information to another individual who was likewise interested. Shortly the story reached the ears of a Notre Dame treshman (not in science). ‘The senior’s name was still
attached to the tale as the original authority.
Backed by the accumulated wisdom of three

months and eight days at Notre Dame, the freshman pronounced in effect: “That fellow’s crazy.
Why all they have at Notre Dame are bum meals

ONE MAN’S OPINION
Very many people have endeavored to convince
the world that they at last have discovered the most
beautiful work of literature. ‘here have been innumerable books and poems which innumerable
men have claimed were the ultimate. ‘Therefore it
is with not a little hesitation that | advance the following prayer by Cardinal Newman:
“May He support us all the day long, till the
shades lengthen, and the evening comes and the

busy world is hushed, and the fever of life is
over, and our work is done. Then in His mercy
may He give us a safe lodging, and a holy rest,
and peace at the last.”
It seems so complete and whole that there is

nothing more to be said when we have repeated it.
1 have recited at camp fires when the day’s work
was done and have seen it bring a new light to eyes,
wearied by life’s struggle. I have recited it alone
when I, myself, was weary and afraid. I have
known Catholics, Protestants, and Jews who have

and a lot of rain. A Science School? I never heard
ort
Listeners concluded that the senior had, at least,
overstated his case when a school-mate was so ve-

word it is Catholic for the appeal it makes is universal. It contains no theology, makes no attempt

hement in denying it.

‘Thus a valuable and an

to confine itself to one church, but in beauty and

accurate comment on the real Notre Dame, made

simplicity pleads with the Master.
But so far I have dealt with it as a prayer and not
as a poem. When we disregard its religious aspect

by a student intelligent enough to offer something
worthwhile when questioned about his school, was
checked by the babbling of one who didn’t know.
Moral: know your College, or have the grace and

good sense to say nothing.—Notre Dame Scholastic.
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memorized and loved it.

In the strict sense of the

and recite it over and over merely to catch the sheer

glory of its poetry, we realize that here indeed is a
work ofliterature —TVhe Acquin.

The Vanishing of Lake Michigan
@ Bob Wharton
Crazy Ike tells another of his strange
experiences, surpassing anything so
far. It is a hair-raising thriller, a vert-

6s

“Let’s go into the reception hall,’ urged Jim.
There are chairs in there.”
The three entered the reception hall, and Crazy
Ike selected a chair as Jim dextrously tripped Pete
and grabbed the softest chair before Pete could gain
his equilibrium. Pete loosed a long string of Polish

H EY, Pete! Look at it rain!” yelled Jim
Masters, looking out of the window in St.
Mary’s Hall.

swear words, of which he was a master linguist, and
then sat cross-legged on the floor near Crazy Ike’s
chair.

“Ves, I see it,” answered Pete Hurst absently, “I
love to watch it rain. Somehow when it rains all of
that tumult outside seems to bring a sense of peace
deep down inside of me.”

“All right, Crazy Ike, tell us about it,’ eagerly
said Jim, not forgetting to deliver a wicked kick in

table nightmare based on the scientific

phenomenon, the vanishing of Lake
Michigan. Listen to Ike tell his story.

“T wish that I could feel that way about it,” said

the ribs to Pete, who was not even bothered, being
quite used to those signs of affection from his partner.

And were it only known, that terrific kick

a low voice from behind the boys, who turned to

only seemed to be a vicious one; in reality it was

see Crazy Ike behind them, staring past them
through the window, with a peculiar apprehensive

very gentle, for the friendship of the two boys real-

look.

one Crazy Ike had ever seen—perhaps that was the

“Why don’t you like the rain, Crazy Ike?” curiously asked Jim.

“Doesn’t it seem to bring you a

sense of well-being, some indefinably soothing feeling that everything is well?”

“No,” said Crazy Ike, shuddering slightly as he
stared out into the rain.

“It always reminds me of

a very horrible experience.”
“Is it one of those strange experiences that you
had when you were hypnotized?” quickly asked
Pete,
Crazy Ike nodded, and Jim quickly ejaculated,

ly was a genuine one, probably the most genuine
reason he was attracted to them.
“It all happened years before you were born,”
said Crazy Ike softly. “Only a few people knew of
it, although everyone living felt the effects of it in
some manner.

‘Thousands were killed, and many

died terror-stricken—but I am getting ahead of the
story.”
Pete hugged his knees and stared unblinkingly up
into Crazy Ike’s earnest face, while Jim grew very
attentive and watched Crazy Ike’s every exppression.
sion.

“Tell it to 19!"
The two lads, sophomores at the University of

“T joined a group of engineers in Chicago. I was
paid a very good salary, but told practically noth-

Dickens, were always eager to hear the strange
stories of Crazy Ike, the likable caretaker of the

ing about the real work to be done.
“T was put in charge of a large number of men

campus.

along two hundred and fifty miles of the bank of
Lake Michigan. It was my duty to see that a net
work of cable was prepared and ready along the
bank. The cable had a core of a peculiar metal that

Crazy Ike was usually very taciturn and

made but few friends, but he had shown an unusual

liking for Pete and Jim, who unknowingly were beginning to like him very much. Crazy Ike seemed
to enjoy telling them strange stories. He had told
them one about “The Hypnotist,” in which he was

hypnotized and made to live a lifetime of strange
happenings in a moment.

He had told them one

I had never before seen.

It was extremely hard, yet

when the torches were applied to it in order to weld
it into a net, it very easily melted.

of his hypnotic experiences when he explored “The

“After three months’ hard work a three hundred
mile stretch of cable, welded into a great net, was

Land of the Vacuum.”

ready and waiting on the bank of the lake.

“All right,” agreed Crazy Ike, “but if you don't
mind, let us go somewhere else, away from the

“All this time I was told absolutely nothing about
the purpose of the project, and I confess that the

door,”

purpose of it all was beyond the powers of my rea-
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soning faculties.

The only idea that I had was that

it was someone's effort to strain the gold content
from the water of the lake.
wrong!

Oh, but how far I was

“But I turned and raced along the pier, leaving
the madman muttering. Three minutes! I could
do nothing in that short time.

As I ran I heard a

low rumbling noise, and then the heavens seemed

“A great number of tugs were lined up against

to split.

the bank, and the great net was fastened to them,
and a short time later the entire bottom of the lake

“I fell forward and clasped my hands over my
ears and opened my mouth in a scream of terror.

was covered by the immense net.
“It was just a short time later that I was approached by the paymaster on a Chicago pier and
given my pay envelope, and told that my services

“T rolled onto my side and saw a fearsome sight.
The water from Lake Michigan had risen in one

were no longer needed. Determined to solve the
mystery, | grasped the paymaster’s shoulder as he

mass and was rapidly disappearing away from me.
As it disappeared it seemed to form a perfect sphere.
| was later told that the force of cohesion caused
the immense mass of water to form a sphere just as

was walking off, and shouted, ‘Just a minute!

does a drop of rain, or a drop of molten lead from a

What's this all about?

shot tower.
“T felt a terrific wind rise from behind me, as the

Why be so secretive about

all this?’
““T know less about it than you do!’ snapped
the paymaster, and shook my hand off his shoulder.

‘Ask John D. Stonefeller over there near that car.
He is the one who is back of it.’
“IT turned and stared at the figure near the car.
Then, determinedly setting my teeth, I strode over
to the reputedly richest man in the world, and stood

firmly before him.
““What are you attempting to do here, Mr. Stonefeller?’ I demanded loudly.

“*Attempting!’ snorted Stonefeller, not even
glancing at me, ‘It’s practically done! I’m going to
degravitize all the billions of tons of water in Lake
Michigan by electrifying the net made of the degravitizing metal alloy invented by DeGraff here,’
and he gestured toward a quiet man in the car, ‘and
fling all that water into the air. My staff of scientists say that the water will leave the earth at a
tangent at a great speed, and then descend again
in a great ellipse as the earth continues to turn.

air rushed in after the water. The howling and
shrieking wind seemed to threaten the end of the
world, and I lay grasping the ground, screaming insanely with open mouth.
“T later learned that my terrific screams saved my
life, because when I opened my mouth, the pres-

sure inside of my body was partially adjusted to the
suddenly lowered pressure outside.
“Then, as I clung to the ground with insane
strength, I felt a great lurch, and it seemed as if the
entire world had slipped. I later learned that the
earth had slipped, and that it was nearly jerked
completely out of its orbit!
“What the scientists under Stonefeller had failed
to foresee was that when those billions of tons were
suddenly lifted from the earth, the whirling motion
of the earth became faster, and for a moment the

entire world wobbled uncertainly.
“That brief moment was a disastrous one!

In

They tell me that the billions of gallons of water

every part of the world buildings were shaken down,
and thousands and thousands of people were killed.

will fall upon the dry, barren desert lands of the
Great Plains. To be sure, it will kill a few hun-

equator rivers overflowed banks, and mountains

dred thousand people, but just think—I,

Stone-

feller, will do an important service to my country!

{ will turn the barren lands of the West into tropical gardens! Just think of all of the seeds that have
fallen into the rainless deserts for thousands of
years, and think how it will look when it is watered! What matters a few hundred thousand lives
compared to that!’
“I stared horror-stricken into the animated face
before me. As I watched his blazing and rolling
eyes, | saw specks of foam appear on his lips, and
the truck struck me like a blow. The man was mad!
“Appalled, I stared at him, and then out over the
lake. I heard him muttering, and I turned to see

him looking at his watch.
“In just three minutes the electricity will be
turned into the net of the cables. And then—’
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Great icepacks at the poles were shaken, and at the
tumbled.
“Then, as I told you, the earth quickened its
speed, because of its sudden unequal lightening and
thus when the great ball of water fell, it was not

upon the Great Plains as the scientists had figured,
but over a thousand miles west of the Plains out in
the Pacific Ocean, a short distance from the coast.

“Luckily for the coast states that the bulk of it
fell in the ocean and not on the land. The little that
fell in the form of a heavy cloudburst on the lower
part of California caused great damage. Whole
towns were washed away, and in Death Valley,
where rain never falls, the cloudburst caused sur-

prising results, probably never to be seen again.

Millions of plant seeds, dormant for years, burst
into life, and the Death Valley became a short-lived,
garden-paradise.”

Crazy Ike’s voice died away, and the boys remained very quiet as he gravely regarded them.

dated the heretofore rainless valley and turned it
into a transient paradise.”

“But the strangest part of these hypnotic experiences of mine,” he went on softly, “is that there
seems to be some connecting link between the real

and the unreal, because when I passed through
Death Valley in May, 1929, a great rainfall* inun-

*Author’s Note: In May, 1929, it actually did rain heavily in Death Valley, and many people journeyed over the
desert to see a sight that will probably never be seen again.
The seeds brought into the valley for hundreds of years
blossomed into sudden life, and the “nearest place to hell in
the world” became a veritable garden.

Lollypops, Legends, and Lullabies
© By Isabel Hosey
A co-ed reviews the story, stage, and

9.

screen of to-day. She finds grownups

afraid of “The Big Bad Wolf,” and
sees them happy again with “Alice in

Wonderland.” Lullabies and Mother
Goose rhymes have made America lollypop minded.

A MERICA has gone back into hair ribbons and
gingham aprons.

She has become lollypop

minded. The sophistication of the past ten years
has been supplanted by a childlike simplicity. The
era of pseudo-worldliness has passed.

‘The great

pendulum of our fickle whims has swung back into
the days of roller skates, hopskotch, blindman’s buff

and hill-dill.
The books of the Eleanor Glywns, the F. Scott
Fitzgeralds, the Percy Markses have been taken
from the book shelves, after the dealers made frantic attempts to push their sales. Taste has changed;
folks do not read them anymore.

The best seller of last year was a simple story
about a little cocker spaniel. It was a “must” in
all the literary circles.
Even this stigma—and it is
a stigma to stamp a book as a “must’’—did not

frighten away the vast reading public. It demanded this delightfully charming story of Virginia
Woolf’s.

It took to its heart the tale of “Flush,”

and his sharp observations of his beloved Elizabeth
Barrett Browning.

Eva Le Gallienne eventually observed the trend of
the theater public when she boldly placed “Alice In
Wonderland” in her repertoire of last season. Later,
this was made into a remarkably popular motion
picture for those living in the Centervilles, the Middletowns, and the Plattsburghs of the hinterland.

The Duncan Sisters brought out their musty

scenery, their dusty back drops, their faded cos-

tumes, and after ten years revived their once popular musical hit, “Topsy and Eva.” These perennial
youngsters, when they opened in Chicago, knew
long before the curtain parted on the opening
chorus, that the public wanted to see the “kid show”
they had to offer. They were right, too. The public did want to see it. It was an immediate hit.
A motion picture that smashed all box office rec-

ords was “Little Women.” Mothers all over the
country trooped into the theatres dragging their

young to see this picture. Debutantes earnestly
copied the manner and dress of the capable Miss
Hepburn who portrayed the immortal Jo. Everywhere this picture was a sensation.
An animated cartoon in color, telling the Mother
Goose legend of the “Three Little Pigs,” was first

flashed upon the screen not so many months ago,
lt came unannounced, but immediately this cartoon
took the fancy of the public. Its popularity swept
the country as fire sweeps over a hot, dry prairie.
‘he Big Bad Wolf has become a national figure.
People cheered when they saw him writhing in the
kettle of boiling water, partly because this simple
Mother Goose story delighted them, partly because
a similar wolf, just as big, just as black, has been
prowling around the back doors of practically every
house in the land.
Song writers, besides being able to dash off tunes

that havea lilting air, have the uncanny ability of
catching the trend of popular whims. They are al-

ways among the first to put the intangible into

something tangible. ‘I‘hey saw that the public was
becoming naive.

Immediately they ground out
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songs about anything—everything that was men-

tally in the kindergarten. ‘They must have started
with “school” and made it rime with “fool.”
One of the tunes of the day is about a little fat

short stories, plays, and continuity depicting the
scenes of our childhood.
There are “Story Book
Ladies” galore, to say nothing of the many, many

lullaby ladies that croon from early morning until

boy, none too bright, who simply could not spell

long past midnight.

Constantinople.

These simple things delight us now. We enjoy
the stories, songs, Mother Goose legends, and the
gentle lullabies. We have accepted the pristine tenderness of our youth. We are delighted with it be-

who had a nickel.

Another concerns a school boy
Incidentally, his name is Jimmy.

Then there is that simple “‘nursey” rhyme about
“This Little Pig Went to Market,” that your mother
rocked you to sleep with. And last, but not least,
is that most popular song of the season, “The Last
Round-Up,”
boy.

the song that thrilled the

American

cause it is different, novel—popular. But, like the
children we find now so engaging, we will soon tire
of this vogue, throw it aside, and become attached

to something else. ‘That is the instability of Amer-

The dials of the radio can easily be turned to

ican fads!

The Heune:of Gleass
e By Richard Williams
\

Follow the adventures of Marty Davis,
“Set.” Wiliam Wahl, Terry Himes,
and Red Hawes, four jobless ex-soldiers, who took refuge m a delapidated
mansion to escape the cold of the ‘can-

hut” of the Bonus Camp. It’s going to
get hot real soon!

‘To the four, jobless ex-soldiers from the Bonus
Camp on Riverside Drive, it was home, this
delapidated, abandoned residence at West End Ave-

nue and Seventy-second Street.

Others regarded

it at its face value, a pockmark on the face of the

neighborhoo, but old-timers in this section of New
York remembered when the antiquated building
had been the palatial mansion of Byler, the candy
king.
Following his demise, the home was sold, trans-

formed into a hospital, only to be deserted a dozen
years later, when the ailments of an ever-growing

populace overflowed the inadequate accommodations. Now, it stood a forsaken haven of gloom—
broken-windowed and cobwebby—as if resentful of
the encroachments of years. Better times would
have seen it torn down, and a modern filling station
or apartment house erected in its place.

It had been big Marty Davis who had first suggested moving into the hospital. Together with
three pals, he had been riding the depression storm
in their “can hut” at the Bonus Camp. The advent
of winter brought with it the necessity of finding
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better quarters, so they had broken into the house
one day, boarded up some windows in a downstairs

room, built a fire in the fireplace with some scrap
wood, and made themselves at home.
left.

They never

“We're not hurting anything,” Marty declared,
“and as long as the owners don’t find out we’re here,
we'll stay.”
The cook, Red Hawes, remained frankly afraid
of the depressing building, but Sergeant William
Wahl, raw-boned, red-nosed old battleaxe, and his

hery tempered sidekick, Terry Himes, thoroughly
explored the myriad hallways, wings, and towers of
Byler’s old homestead.
“There ain’t a thing to be afraid of,” the Sergeant
snorted, blowing vast clouds of pipe smoke at the
diminutive cook. “How the devil you ever got in
the army, as chicken-hearted as you are, Red, |
don’t know.”

ONE blustery evening Red, the Sergeant, and
Terry sprawled sulkily about the room listening to
the shutters banging outside their window. Marty
had gone for groceries. ‘The wind swept witha sinister roar down the long, dark hallways, whisked
with a tortured moan under rickety doors, and on

out through shattered windows in noisy protest.
Somewhere outside they could hear the caterwauling of a couple of alley cats.

A door slammed, jarring the windows, and in a

moment Marty came stamping into the room, blowing on his cold fingers. Besides the groceries, he
had a newspaper tucked under one arm.
“IT thought we could afford one,’ he answered

their curious glances. “There’s plenty of news tonight.”
He handed the paper to Red, who hurriedly
scanned the headlines, and then, catching the Ser-

geant’s baleful glance, meekly proffered him the
paper.
“So Dora Devoe the millionaire heiress has been
kidnapped, eh?” the Sergeant read with interest.
“It’s no wonder. She must have been a tremendous
enticement to every gangster in the country with
all her money.”

Terry peered over his shoulder. “Ten thousand
dollars reward! Boy, I sure could use that right
now.”
“Do the police have any suspicions as to who did
it?’ Red inquired, pausing amid his culinary duties.
“No,” Marty told him, “it was evidently all carefully planned out ahead of time. All the police
know, is that two men snatched her from her home,

put her in a big limousine, and drove off.”
The Sergeant raised his voice. “It says here,
that the belief is that they’re taking her to some
out-of-the-way farm in the northern part of the
state.”
“You know,” the little cook’s eyes glistened, “this

old joint would be a good place for the kidnappers
to hide in. Nobody would ever think of looking
here for them.”
“Poppycock!” Sergeant Wahl roared. “Dish out
our food, and put a blanket on that dizzy imagination of yours.”

BEFORE they went to bed, the Sergeant drew
the cook to one side. “Maybe you were right,” he
smiled cruelly.

“We're all liable to wake up and

find our throats cut.”
It was a devastating thought to the imaginative
mind of Red, and all thoughts of sleep vanished
completely.

While the others snored, Red tossed

and turned on his blankets, every sound in the vast
building frought with ominous portent.
So it was that he alone heard the soft murmur
of an automobile, as it came rolling up the driveway
from the street, passed beneath the window, and

halted around the corner of the building. Stretched

you, waking us with such a line of tommyrot,” the
Sergeant bellowed savagely.
“I didn’t dream it, so help me, I didn’t, Red
panted.

“Listen!” Marty said, suddenly.
In the abrupt silence came the sound of footsteps
and voices, down at one end of the building.

“Well, I'll be—” the Sergeant ejaculated.
“Wahl, you and I'll go see what’s going on,”

Marty announced. “If it should be the kidnappers,
you others can get the cops.
But wait until we
come back and tell you.”

Hurriedly Marty and the Sergeant put on their
clothes, and slipped out into the silent, gloomy hall.
Creeping along the wall, they came finally to a short

side hall, which, Marty remembered, led into the
garage.
“Wait for me here,” he whispered to the Sergeant.

“Tl be right back.”
He made his way into the garage, and the outlines of the limousine loomed out of the darkness.
He paused to listen. Apparently the intruders were
in some other part of the building, for the garage
was deserted. Deftly, he ran his fingers through
the pockets on the inside of the doors, under the
seats, and presently his search was rewarded, when

he found a tear gas bomb, an automatic pistol, and
a box of cartridges in a little receptacle on one side
of the dashboard. He appropriated them all. Breath-

ing heavily now with excitement, he climbed out,
carefully raised the hood, ripped out the ignition

wires, and lowered the hood again. Then he retraced his steps to where he had left the Sergeant.
Coming softly out into the hall, he was met by
Wahl, who clutched him with warning fingers. He
stood stock still, invisible in the darkness. Once he
thought he caught the sound of muffled breathing, a
few paces away. Then his ears faintly caught the

tick of a watch, and an electric-like tingle ran
through his hair, almost crackling in its intensity.
None of the ex-soldiers possessed a watch.
Unexpectedly, a voice called huskily from upstairs, breaking the tense atmosphere. There was a
scuffle of feet, and a shadow detached itself from
the wall, near the two men, and trod with a labori-

ous attempt at silence up the grand staircase.
“What must we do?” the Sergeant breathed
softly.
“We'll follow him,” Marty answered.

taut on his makeshift bed, Red listened, with a cold

They slipped to the foot of the stairs, and started

chill scuttling up and down his back, as the garage

up! up! up! until they had reached the third floor.
Voices, jumbled together, filtered from under a

doors were pushed open, the car driven in, the doors
shut, and then silence again.

doorway down the hall.

He leaped up, punched the others, and croaked
hoarsely into their sleep-drugged ears.
“I’ve a good notion to pound the daylights out of

opened a door and went in an adjoining room.
“Look here!” the Sergeant hissed, “I’ve found a
little panel in the wall.”

Noiselessly, the ex-soldiers
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He pushed it open a crack, and they peered

through. ‘They looked into a large room, filled with
antique furniture, and covered with shrouds. Dust,

the accumulation of years, lay thick everywhere,
and a redolent, musty odor hung heavy in the air.
Five men bundled in overcoats clustered about a

slim girl, and in the light of a lantern, her face
shone white with fear and fatigue.
“You’re okay, kid,” one of the men grunted. We

He grasped the Sergeant’s arm. “You get the
police,” he snapped, “and in the meantime 1’ll hold
these guys here, or die trying.”
He followed the Sergeant downstairs, and after

Wahl had gone, crouched behind a pillar near the
foot of the staircase. He caught the sound of footsteps on the third floor, and listened with a sicken-

ing feeling in the pit of his stomach, as the stairs
protestingly heralded the downward journey of

ain’t gonna hurt you.”
The gang lit cigarettes, sprawled on the furni-

the gang.

ture and made plans. Then abruptly the door at
the other side of the room banged open, and a

ing, in front of the window.

frightened looking Red and Terry were pushed in,
closely followed by a scar-faced tough, who held a
gun against their backs.
Marty uttered a silent exclamation, and the Sergeant gurgled deep in his throat.
“Look what I found running around in our little
hen-coop, boss,” the gangster reported.
‘The chief looked at the two men, analyzing them
with eyes as cold as diamonds.
“What are you doing here?” he inquired evenly.
“Say,” Red interrupted, “isn’t that Dora Devoe

there?”
“No need of you knowing,” the chief droned,

“where you're going.”

,

“You can’t get away with anything like this,”

Terry bluffed.
The chief, ignoring him, suddenly clutched Red

by the hair, and shook him as a cat shakes a mouse.
“Who’s with you?”
Red licked dry lips, “nobody.”
‘The gangster’s fist shot out, caught the little cook

squarely on the jaw, and sent him spinning to the
wall, there to sag with a look of pathetic bewilderment upon his face. Terry roared with rage, and
dived for the gangster, but the butt of a revolver
was slammed on his skull, and he dropped senseless to the floor.
Marty and Sergeant Wahl looked helplessly on, |
as Red was unceremoniously yanked to his feet.
“Leave him alone,” the girl moaned,” | can’t

stand it.”
“Blindfold and gag her,” the chief nodded at one
of the men, “and be quick about it.”

He turned to

Red again.
“Tell us what you know,” he purred tonelessly.
“We're by ourselves, I tell you,” Red cried.
“Okay, 1 haven’t time to argue with you now
buddy,” the chief said without emotion. “Let him
have it Himey.”

MARTY slid the pane shut. “I’ve seen enough,”
he choked.
here.”
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“Now they're going to try to leave

Dark figures passed silhouetted across the landMarty aimed, fired,

and then blazed away again and again. At the first
sharp crack, which echoed throughout the whole
house like thunder, the mob flung themselves with

furious imprecations, back up the stairs.

Then,

from the protection of the steps, the dark walls, and

the banisters they began firing, and pencils of blue
flame splashed off the landing towards Marty. As
he returned their fire, he wondered dimly how long

it would be before the Sergeant got back.
“We'll get you, buddy,” rasped the chief from the
darkness, “and you'll get the same as your pals
got.” A stream of lurid threats followed.
Funny they made so much hullabaloo, Marty
thought.

For no reason, he turned and glanced

down the long hallway, and saw too late the dark
figure approaching him. Realization that one of the
gang had sneaked down the back stairs, while his
attention had been misdirected, flashed with horri-

ble suddenness on his brain, as he flung himself
sideways onto the floor. A gun spat, and he felt
an instantaneous stabbing pain, like a thousand
white-hot needles in his left shoulder. A groan
spilled from his mouth, as the man in the hall fired
again, and the rest of the mob with a barrage of

gunfire poured down the stairway.

Painfully he

flung the tear-bomb into their midst. Smoke, all at
once, filled the hall and staircase, and eddied slow-

ly toward the ceiling. Marty caught with the others, coughed and gasped as the tears flowed down
his cheeks. Maddened with vengeance and rage, he
flung himself into the howling crowd, and unmindful of his burning shoulder, flailed out everywhere
with his ham-like fists. Lights flashed on the windows, there came the wail of police siren, someone

slugged him, his head struck a banister, and he
knew no more.

WHEN Marty opened his eyes, he found himself
stretched flat on a cot ina first-aid hospital. For a
moment he did not realize where he was, then

everything started to come back to him. Red and
Terry greeted him from their cots next to his own,
and the Sergeant standing by a window grinned.

“Great work!” he beamed, “we arrived just in
time, didn’t we?”
“What happened?” Marty asked.
“We caught the whole gang,” the Sergeant announced with emphasis on the WE. “That old
house looked like a cyclone had struck it when we
burst in.”

“What about the Devoe girl?”
“We found her, along with Red and Terry, up on
the second floor,” Wahl told him. “The gang had
tied them to some furniture there when the shooting began.”
“And say,” the Sergeant revealed importantly,
“there’s some reporters waiting outside now to talk
to us.”

A FEW days after the sensational story of the
rescue of Dora Devoe from the kidnappers was
dropped from the front pages of the newspapers, a
small follow-up story appeared on an inside page,

to be skipped or ignored by most of the readers.
It read:
RESCUERS OF DORA DEVOE LEASE
HOME WITH KIDNAP REWARD
The four ex-soldiers from the bonus camp
on Riverside Drive, who so melodramati-

cally broke into public print recently with
their rescue of Dora Devoe, millionaire
heiress, from the long-sought Bob Mellen-

ger gang, spent the greater part of their
$10,000 reward yesterday.
They leased the antiquated mansion on
West End Ave., at Seventy-second Street,
where the rescue was effected.
Marty Davis, who played the most prominent part in the capture of the gang,

stated yesterday that he and his companions intend to renovate and completely remodel the old Byler home.

As soon as the

work is completed, the mansion will be
transformed into a modern boarding house,

for jobless ex-soldiers.

The Man Without a Face
® By Bob Wharton
A story that smells of bandages and
iodoform; two soldiers occupying
neighboring beds; and, of course, a

nurse. One of the soldiers is George
Durban; the other's identity is unknown. The doctors called him “The
Man Without a Face.”

. W E don’t know who he is. The shrapnel
maimed him horribly beyond recognition,’ whispered the attractive nurse to the young

let himself ponder on whom the man might be. According to the kind-hearted nurse, the man had been

found without any identification marks whatsoever.
A cruel burst of shrapnel had so disfigured him that
his features were unrecognizable.
“There is something familiar about that eye!”
thoughtfully said Durban, gazing intently at the
one eye and a patch of forehead, which were the

only parts of his face not covered by the bandage.
“IT wonder! Can it be—” Here he broke off startled,

soldier, in answer to his query about the bandaged

as the eye slowly opened and rolled about uncom-

man on the hospital-bed near him. “The doctors
call him ‘The Man Without a Face.” __
“Thanks! Nurse,” said George Durban, the young

prehendingly, and then came to rest upon his own

soldier.

The eye stared unblinkingly, seemingly undisturbed by the greeting, and Durban moved uneasily
under its surveillance. It almost seemed to carry a

George was an American. He had joined the
Canadian forces after graduating from college in
1915. He had been wounded in the first battle and
had been in the emergency hospital for over two

weeks. The monotonous existence in the hospital
with the never-ending rumble of distant guns began to pall upon him.
The man opposite him was an object of curiosity
to George, and for want of anything else to do, he

face.
“Hello, Old Timer!”

message of hate as it stared at him.

Then, as Durban watched, the eye wearily closed
and the man turned over on his back and looked at
the ceiling.
“Don’t watch the ceiling,” said Durban.
“One
of those blinkin’ bugs might fall on you. And don’t
toss around like that,” he added, as the bandaged
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one rolled impatiently and turned his back towards
Durban.

whimpering in an agony of terror, yet he had his
bayoneted gun held at ‘ready!

I called to him to

first week. But now I just tell myself stories to
while away the time. I'll tell you one, too, to keep
you from thinking, which is one way for a soldier

cheer up, but my words meant nothing in that bedlam of hellish noises, so I patted him on the back.
Strangely, I had lost all my fear, and I smiled towards John Maxton and he nodded approvingly

to do.

at me.

“Yes,” san Durban, “I tossed around, too, for the

“Well, it all started one day in college, when John
Maxton and I decided to join the Canadian forces

“Then, suddenly the barrage stopped, and the

after we graduated.

signal to charge was given. The entire line moved
faster, and suddenly a new sound took the place

“This John Maxton and I were very good friends.
It was quite strange, too, this friendship. You see,
John Maxton couldn’t talk. He had been in an acci-

of the barrage, the sharp tac!-tac!-tac!-tac! of machine guns.
“Then from the throats of the hundreds of men

dent when a young boy, and was unable to talk afterwards because of tightened cords in his throat.

“| think we grew to be friends because of a common interest. We were both interested in synthetic
rubber.

We worked together in the laboratory for

many happy months.

We had no success in mak-

ing synthetic rubber, but we did manufactureapli-

able substance for making facial masks. We sold
quite a bit of it to actors, who used it to remodel
their faces for various character parts.

“Since John was unable to talk, he usually wrote
on a pad when he wished to say anything, although
I soon grew expert at lip reading and could under-

stand what he said in that manner. He got by the
Canadian army doctors by pretending that he had
a cold and couldn’t talk.
“Anyhow, we found ourselves in the front
trenches at last, awaiting the signal to go over the
top. John Maxton was superbly unafraid, while 1
—I must confess—was mortally afraid. I leaned up
against the side of the trench, shivering and shaking in uncontrollable tremors. | wanted to be brave,

but the unknown mysterious land ahead of us
seemed to grow horribly fearsome all at once.
“John Maxton slapped my shaking shoulder, and
urgently lipped, ‘Buck up, George. You’re all right.’
And suddenly I was all right. 1 clutched my rifle,

and as steady as a rock awaited the command.

I

was ashamed of my temporary cowardice, and

wanted to explain to John Maxton how that vision
of the unknown land had temporarily unmanned me.
I felt that somehow he had lost respect for me, and
I was ashamed and sorry, and wanted to show him
that I really wasn’t a coward.”
Here the bandaged man moved slightly on the
bed, and turned his head towards the speaker. Did
that eye seem as though it had lost some of its

there rose a great cry, and I felt and heard myself
automatically yell, too, as we insanely and invincibly
moved compactly forward.
“Then, directly ahead, there came the sharp, incessant bark of a machine gun, and suddenly, men

in our lines began to crumple and fall. ‘Then the
whimpering lad to my right—who was whimpering
no longer, but was moving rapidly forward, determination written in his open eyes and set jaw and
mouth—disappeared over the little rise before us
and the machine gun suddenly stopped.
“We doggedly moved forward, and there we saw,
for the first time, the dreaded enemy
!
“Running past the bodies of the machine gunners, and the gallant lad who would never whimper

again, we came upon a small group of the enemy.
Shouting and crying out, most of them dropped
their weapons and raised their arms high in the air.
They were hopelessly outnumbered.
“John Maxton ran forward toward the men who
had surrendered. I suddenly raised my rifle and
shot dead two of the enemy group. John Maxton
looked at me with growing contempt and with disgust in his eyes. His mouth moved; I read his lips,
although he was yards away.

He was cursing, call-

ing me a ‘filthy rat and a coward!’
“Oh, but what John Maxton didn’t know, and
what I didn’t have time to tell him, was that the

two I had shot were stealthily aiming at John Maxton, himself.”

Here the one eye of the man on the other bed
opened wide, and it seemed as though its owner was
trying to send some message.

We advanced with the long line of troops,

“Anyhow,” Durban went on, “while Maxton was
silently cursing me, I had turned around in time to
see that one of the enemy had gained possession of
the deserted machine gun and was just turning it
to bear in our direction. I ran toward Maxton and
violently threw him to the ground to get out of the
path of the machine gun. He either thought that I

under cover of a barrage of screaming and thunder-

was attacking him, because he had reviled me, or

ing shells. To my right a young lad was stumbling,

that I had gone mad, because he tried to strike me.

malevolence, or was it the result of the fitful light?

“Just then,” the speaker softly went on, “the command came, and John and I crawled up and over the
trench.
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“That,” Durban continued, “was the last of the
scene | remember.

As Maxton and I fell, a shell

must have exploded near by, because I felt a great

Here the bandaged one on the next bed rolled

over, and seizing a pad and pencil near his bed
wrote, “I am John Maxton,” and handed it to Dur-

wishing that I could see John Maxton and explain

ban.
“Yes, John, I knew that you were,”

my apparently cowardly actions.”

George Durban softly.

blow, and the next I knew I was lying in this bed

replied

:

The Operation of a Skyscraper
© By Jack Wick
Jack was a “lightboy” in a skyscraper

one summer. He picked up a lot of information about the silent men who
run our skyscrapers efticiently, day by

day, without a breakdown, Listen to
Jack the “lightboy” tell hs story.

H

vexvone is familiar with the general features of a skyscraper. ‘he business people who
inhabit them are even more familiar with the details of the building, and they at least know that
there is a building manager, a renting agent, and a
number of janitors; but a majority of people, in-

cluding the very inhabitants of the building, know
absolutely nothing of the inner soul of the building
that keeps it alive. ‘The offices are always ready for

action when the inhabitants arrive in the morning,
and they get into the habit of believing that the
equipment merely keeps itself running, since they
never see or hear of the great staff of men that must
be on hand to control such a great project.

The chief engineer is the “big boy” of the staff,
and has his headquarters in sub-sub basement—in
other words, three floors under street level. ‘This

position calls for a man who knows almost every
nut and bolt in the entire building. He is usually
under contract as soon as the building is planned,
so he can be on the structure from the very start.
Even when the building is only a steel skeleton, he

is there watching every detail in the construction of
the building of which he will be in charge. Often
the chief engineer has been working in a great
building since he was quite young, and has gained

all of his knowledge from actual experience.

It is

only by experience, and the fact that he was on
hand when the building was being erected, that he

can know so many details covering such a large
field. He gives accurate information and issues orders covering everything from the great dynamos

to the sizes of the casings used by the blumbers.
The men who work under the building are not
at all diligent and sweet little angels, so the chief
engineer must have plenty of smoke to back up
his commands. His word must be law, and he must

be able to enforce his orders and command the respect of the men. This position is surely one where
all the pull in the world could not obtain the job.
The manager of the building knows what a revolutionary spirit can spring up under an incompetent
leader. There must be absolutely no friction between the chief and his men in a place where their
daily watchfulness means so much toward the satisfaction of the tenants.
The heads of the various other departments take

their orders directly from the chief, and they and
their men must see to it that they finish their jobs
satisfactorily. Since electricity plays such an important role in the modern building, the chief elec-

trician comes very near the top in rating important
jobs. He, also, was usually around when the building was being erected, for there are countless switch
boxes and main lines whose positions could not be
located unless he were present when they were installed. The big dynamos and electrically driven
motors that run the complicated ventilating system
must be constantly inspected, for a serious accident

to such a motor would cause a big noise from the
boys higher up in the building. They think that
any slip in the mechanics department is unnecessary, that they are paying too much rent to be inconvenienced, and so forth,
The motors that run the ventilating system are

located in the sub-sub basement.

They force the

wind through great tunnels to the top of the build-

ing and out into the open air. It is quite an experience to get into one of these tunnels while it is
operating, and feel the rush of the wind against
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your body.

Sometimes, after an especially hot job,

first floor corridor burns out during lunch hours,

one of the boys will open the steel repair-entrance
of the tunnel, and go in for a cooling off. He surely gets it, even though he can hardly breathe due

and the lightboy has a real job on his hands. He is
on top of a twenty-foot ladder, with little 25-watt
bulbs stuffed in his pockets, and a sea of bald heads

to the velocity of the wind-stream. If you have the
perseverance to ride to the last office floor, and then
climb about four more floors to the top of the build-

ing, you can find the end of this great tunnel of
wind, and hear it rushing out from the building.
The job of tending all the lighting fixtures falls
under the list of duties assigned to the electrical

crew. The lighting fixtures include the great floodlights at the top of the building. When these great
bulbs burn out, or a short develops in the wires, the

repair crew goes on an expedition that rivals mountain climbing for sport. Some of the lights are located in almost inaccessible places. I imagine the
lighting engineers who placed them there figured
they never would need fixing. According to the
rules, there must be two or more men out on the

tower. One man is never allowed out there alone,
for he may need help sometime. It is usually quite
easy to ascend to an ailing light, but it is often quite
a trick to get down. It may be the fact that the repairman is looking down some forty or forty-five
stories at the hard cement, while descending, but it

is certainly harder than going up.
All the other lamps in the building are cared for
and replaced by the “lightboy.” He must report

quite early in the morning, and make replacements
for the burnt-out bulbs before the office people arrive. The lightboy gets the list of burnt out bulbs
from the night janitor boss, who tests the switches
of the entire building while his crew of men and
women are cleaning the offices in preparation for
the next day. After he has received his list, the
lightboy goes up to the last office floor, and begins
his tedious walk all the way down to the basements.

It would not be so bad if he were not hampered by
a ladder on one shoulder and a large box of bulbs
slung over the other shoulder, making him look more
like a truck of some sort.

Sometimes, one of the great chandeliers in the

below him on their way to and fro from lunch.

to injure him, especially from such a high perch.

There are other divisions in connection with the
maintenance of the building, such as plumbers, elevator repair experts, elevator operators, plasterers,
carpenters, motor experts, and janitors. All of these
divisions are busy throughout the day in their task
of keeping the great building in perfect harmony,
and pleasing the tenants. They travel from floor
to floor by means of a freight elevator, and they go

about their work in a quiet manner.
There are some trials in the lives of these workers, however, and one of them is changing offices

around to please certain “big shots” in the building.
Once in a while, after the men have just fixed a

suite of palatial offices, the engineer will come down

and tell them that they must be rearranged again to
suit the tenant. If that engineer could read their
minds then, there would be one awful fist fight with
the electricians, the plumbers, the plasterers, and

the bricklayers. Perhaps the tenant will want a different wood for the paneling of his office, or worse
yet, he will want a chimney built up to the roof so
he can have a regular fireplace in his office. The
men must complete this new job in addition to their
daily tasks about the building.
If you ever chance into the lower basements of a
modern skyscraper, try to engage one of the men in

a conversation, and you will find them about the

best scouts that you ever met. Especially during
the lunch hour is there plenty of fun, and even the

chief engineer comes around to listen to the jokes
and droll stories told by these men. If an office
worker could get down there and experience some

of their work, he would find that the offices do not
keep themselves in order, but that a well trained
group of men are always at their posts and ready
for any emergency that may arise.

The function of the school and the college is not
to create brains, but to mature them. The school
is like a problem in multiplication in which the student of the multiplicand and the institution the multiplier, and, as in mathematics, if you have significant
figures for our multiplicand the result is significant,
but if we have ciphers for the multiplicand the result

must be zero.—F. E. Bolton.
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It

would be quite easy handling so many bulbs at one
time, to drop one on someone’s head hard enough

It's Popular to Be

Broke
@® By James Schopler

“Brother, can you spare a dime?” was
the usual self-starter of the panhandler
as he approached a prosperous looking everyday “sucker.” Now, it is the
“slanguage’ of the campus. Yes; bus-

iness is “picking up.”
66

self going down Main Street on your way to the
Victory—20 cents plus tax before five o’clock—

with only a quarter to your name. And who should
you run into? Of course, your girl friend!
Naturally she wants to talk. All girls do. But it
is so cold, and so unbecoming to stand at the street

corner, especially when the Golden Pheasant across

"Yeh, Tom.”

“Er—if it isn’t asking too much—could you lend
me a quarter ‘till the first of the week? Haven't
seen a movie in weeks, and dying to go down, only

I haven’t got a cent.”
“Why, sure, Tom.”
Bob digs down in his pockets, but the quest for
money is a futile one. He transfers his search to a
vest pocket and manages to find fifteen cents.
“Doggonit, Tom, I was almost positive I had more
than fifteen cents, but that’s all I can find.”
“T wouldn’t think of borrowing your last bit of
money.”
“Oh, I think I can hit my roomie for a little bit
of change. Here, take this; maybe you can scare

up another dime.”
me ee i
oe
That is the general tune of the present time.
Your average student, working man, and anybody
else you wish to include, are in the same boat—
broke. But it is no crime—that much is certain.

On the contrary, it is quite a popular fad. ‘Twenty
years from now, historians will class 1933 and 1934
as the “broke period,” just like they considered 1900

the black-derby and frock-tailed-coat period, or 1926
as the “height of prosperity.”
Economy is

the byword of to-day. In times of plenty, we spend
plenty; in times of “depression” we cut down our

expenses.

Even little Johnnie chews his gum two

days instead of the usual one, and invests that nickel

he received from Mrs. Smith in five pieces of onecent candy instead of a five-cent bar. Everybody’s

doing it!
Everybody in particular is applying four-wheel

brakes on the “spendthrift bug’ within himself. A
penny saved—in other words, not spent—is a penny
earned! ‘That’s the old way of looking at the situation.

the delicatessen. You feel like kicking yourself.
You should have known better.
Of course, she is not hungry. She always starts
out that way. By this time your appetite has left
you.

What you are worrying about is how many

dishes the owner will force to try to make up the
difference in the bill. Luckily—for you—she says,
“I think I’ll have a coke and baked Virginia ham

sandwich.”
“There goes your two bits,” you say to yourself.
Oh well, that will mean smoking Ripple for a couple of weeks, instead of cork-tipped Herby Tareytons.

ce eGR Se
That is one way of looking at the situation.

In

reality, though, to be broke is a blessing in disguise.

Lack of funds causes one to use good judgment in
buying only what one absolutely needs.
Lent comes at a time this season when it is not
so difficult for some of us to make a string of resolutions, for some have been abstaining from this

and that long before Lent.

‘The commonest reso-

lutions are:

No one is the worse for wearing last year’s suit,
Woolworth ties, and resoled shoes.

the way looks so inviting.
Somehow or other—it must be that dynamic personality of hers—she leads you unsuspectingly into

Nowadays we like to consider it in the same

light, but the penny is missing.
In some instances, although it is popular to be
broke, it can be very embarrassing. Picture your-

(1) No smoking (if you must buy the
smokes) ;

(2) No dates (if you must pay the way)
;
(3) No movies (unless you sneak in); and
: (4) No candy (unless it is offered).
No one ever mentions the parentheses that follow each resolution. Those are understood, and
taken for granted, like a theorem in geometry—

though theorems are not always understood.
No matter what you say about it, the fad this season leans heavily to “pocketbok deflation.” The
popularity of being broke lies partially in the fact
that you know you are not manning the oars alone.
We are all in the same boat. Some time in the

near future we are going to run headlong into

Treasure Island, but until that time we must make

the best of it and keep on humming “It’s Popular
to Be Broke.”
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A Cork-Tipped Indictment
e By Knott A. Co-ed
Letty Co-ed started something in our
January number. The author of this
rebuttal, neither a prude nor a wo-

man-hater, has some very definite
ideas on the common subject, “Women
Smokers,’ and he packs a wallop.

|

O begin with, it is granted that the gals’
strongest argument, viz., “Smoking is no

harder on a woman’s health than it is on a man’s,”
is a logical one, but, on the other hand, using lip-

stick is no tougher on a man’s constitution than it is
The above is no convincing argument for the
male contingent, but it does serve as an introduc-

tion to the type of argument to be used against the
ladies. It seems the ladies crave equality with the
menfolks. Now that is perfectly O. K. with the
ladies, but they most certainly do not care to have
the female of the species enjoying identical rights.
Let us take for example a buxom lass in her mid-

dle twenties, attired in a grey tweed suit with shirt
and collar (size 7), four-in-hand tie (brother’s), and

She has just finished

work at the office, where she holds down a man’s

job. She boards a street car and has to stand because the car is crowded. She pulls out a magazine,
hangs on a strap, looks around disgustedly at the
numerous men in the seats, and mumbles something
about the ungallantry of the male.

There was a time when a man would gladly give
up his seat to a lady, but the lassies craved identical rights and now they are getting them!
Why should a man yield his seat in a crowded
car? Why should he show such medieval gallantries?
In the Middle Ages, man could look up to the
ladies as objects of art, as delicately chiseled ornaments to be worshipped but that is all changed now
and has been changed by the lady herself.
Of course, all this has nothing to do with women

smokers directly, but indirectly it reveals that even

to this habit the ladies are aping the men.
Who wore pants first? The man! Who wore
skirts first? The man! Who wore clothes of any
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p. 16).
The saddest part of the entire situation is that
the women cannot seem to realize that theirs is a
separate sphere from the man, and that as man is
king of one, women is queen of the other. To-day,
we find man and woman in the same sphere, apparently. Man is king, and looks on contemptuously
as the usurper claws again and again at the granite
barrier separating her from the throne.
Now about smoking!

on a woman’s.

cuffs (the links are papa’s).

kind first? The man! Man came first; woman
came after; and she’s still after him (Joe Miller,

In itself, there is absolute-

ly nothing wrong or immoral in it. The “little woman” will pass through her “baptism of fire,” as it
were; that is, will repair to the basement during

hubby’s absence, surreptitiously produce a cigarette,
light same, and then with reeling senses and an
amber-hued complexion toss the lengthy stub onto
the coal pile. Her violent nausea is a badge of
honor and a means to a social triumph.
After the initiation, that is, after she is once more

able to look at a pork chop with any degree of confidence, she is prepared for her career. She has unwittingly battered down the last tie that bound her
to an aesthetic attribute of her species, known as
“femininity.”
Men have always felt that smoking was a man’s
habit, and come what may, the women would never

usurp that privilege, but it seems the mere man

figured without the talents of the advertising men
of the great tobacco companies. And there is absolutely no gainsaying the fact that it was advertising,
and nothing else, that brought on the avalanche of
women smokers.
At first, with no thought of ultimately convert-

ing the women, the manufacturers exhibited photos
of prominent women, as well as a few handsome

women, on their ads, and then one bright morning
an ad man conceived the stupendous notion that it
would be colossal if women could be converted into
smokers. Think of the vast increase in revenue?
Then it was that the pretty girl on the ad took a
cigarette first in her hands, and later placed it in
her mouth.

You see, even with their crusade begun, the man-

Then the second part of the propaganda campaign

fered a lady a cigarette in public, he would probably
have been bashed on the jaw, but now if he offered
a lady a “chaw” of Peach Nut in public, he would
probably be received with no more than a delicate

got under way, and in each picture, Lotta Gabbo,

arch of the left eyebrow, that is, if the girl is still

the movie queen, smoked at least one cigarette.
Lotta Gabbo is what is known as a sophisticated actress (“ham” in plain English), and all ladies want

a little bit old-fashioned.

to be sophisticated, so the only thing for them to do

installed now, so the best the husband can do is
have the cigarette burns sanded off the best dresser,

ufacturers were cautious lest they insult the public
by picturing a dainty girl puffing serenely on a cigarette. What a laugh!

was to take up smoking.
If, as late as fifteen years ago, a man had of-

But what can be done about women smoking?

You have guessed it.

Nothing! The habit is well

and have the old thing refinished.

A Pre-Med Sees Death
@ By Robert Rader
“Miami Valley Hospital speaking!
Post-mortem at 1:00 o'clock!” and the
U. D. telephone operator sends the

Before my eyes lay the corpse, in whose hulk,

message to the head of the pre-medical
department. Join Bob Rader and the
other pre-meds and witness your first

not many hours before, streamed the flow of Godgiven life!

post-mortem.

My thoughts raced back through the years and |

a

certain

saw a family scene. A happy mother and a proud
father vied with each other to lavish an unselfish
love on a pretty little infant. Surely this love would
rear this child to efforts beyond the parents’ fondest

amount of awe, and yes, even terror.

We all

dreams.

Jvexvone

views

death

with

realize that some day Death will make a personal
call, and the highest and lowest of us must answer.
So it is with a stifled shudder that we view death.
A post-mortem is a very necessary function to the

science of medicine, and | believe it is the acid test
for a prospective student of medicine. Death to a
doctor must be viewed from a philosophical stand
which must be devoid of any sympathetic, human

Fortunately,

however,

God

mercifully

hides the future from the eyes of the fond parents.
We, about the corpse, read the story, briefly told
on the little tag on her arm: “No known relatives.”
The first cut is made, and after that breath-taking
feeling of panic is passed, you crane forward with
interest to see the things which you have studied.
Ah! there is the heart, the stomach, the spleen, the

emotion.
An automobile mechanic attacks a motor ailment

pancreas. Everything unfolds before your interested gaze. Book knowledge is compared with reality. Your book impressions are either substanti-

with only one aim, to adjust the mechanism to run-

ated or blasted by the comparison.

ning order.

If sympathy

ignorance are cleaved, and your impressions of

is to play too prominent a part, then his knowledge

death are forgotten. You view the body as a laboratory specimen, and you wonder at your own hard-

So it is with the doctor.

and abilities become secondary. I believe, however, that every doctor under his assumed hardness
feels a deep, intelligent sympathy, for who could

hold his finger on the pulse, feeling life surge
through the shell of our soul, and not grieve when
it ceases to beat?
The impressions of my first post-mortem are
somewhat hazy. My faculties were not so very
acute, having been dulled by the battle of my will
and the dictates of my mind to turn and run. My
first desire to run was very urgent, for the fear and
dread of death was very strong.

‘The shackles of

ness. One then ponders on life and death. What is
the difference? Everyone’s answer or impression
may differ on this subject.
I offer mine as impressions, rather than facts.
People often have impressions that are made under
stress, which ordinarily they would not have.

As

I viewed the body, I wondered at the fact that
something, something intangible seemed to be missing. I just could not place my finger on it, but
nevertheless it was missing. Then I knew. Life
was missing! This may seem to be a peculiar de-
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duction, but not so peculiar when the facts are considered.

We see the body, and the doctor who is doing the
dissection.

Why is one said to be living, and the

other dead? You hasten to say, “Why, there is no
outward appearance of movement.”
Yet, there is no movement when one is uncon-

scious or paralyzed, although it is soon possible to
establish that life still exists. Many laymen can
recognize life and death without the aid of the many
pathological tests of the doctor.
How do they do it? Merely by inspection, many
can tell that life no longer exists. When you look
at a person wrapped in the shrouds of death, you
can see that the fullness of the body, the rational
expression of the face, and an indescribable appearance which seems to add that spark of animation
which we call life, are gone.

These reactions to outward inspection are all

known to the layman who has viewed death. We

can see that something is gone; we even feel that
that spark is missing from the cold clay before us.

When the body is opened, our inquiry strengthens, that is, if one has had the opportunity of witnessing both a post-mortem and an operation. The
warmth of the body, the spasmodic movement of
the organs, and the flow of blood are all combined
to give us that innate knowledge that here is life.

Then, the post-mortem. The blood lies in the
listless, cavity-filling pools, robbed of its life-bearing circulation. The organs, filled with lifeless
blood, appear to have been paralyzed and yet waiting, waiting in vain for that certain spark to command them to begin. The body seems to shrivel
before your eyes as the weary blood refuses to send
forth its warmth of life.

The habitat of that link with God, our soul, seems

to have realized that its work is o’er, and our body
becomes rigid as if to resist any movement which
is not directed from within. This same resistance
continues to that secluded place, the grave, where

the body can return to another of God’s creations,
Mother Earth.

Japanese Costumes
© By J. G. Hasewaga
When is a kimono not a kimono?
What is the distinction between American and Japanese kimonos?
Who
wear kimonos in Japan? What is the

Japanese mourning color? These questions are all answered in this interest-

ing article on kimonos.

Javas

is a civilized country—belief of some

people to the contrary, notwithstanding. ‘The
proof of the statement, pure and simple, lies in the
fact that the inhabitants of Japan wear beautiful
clothes.

This, indeed, is proof enough, for, look

around for yourself, and you will soon find that the
uncivilized people prefer not to be bothered with
clothes. Of course we must exclude a certain group
of people, even in civilized countries, who insist on

degrading themselves to the class of savages by fol-

lowing their customs.
Most of you have, no doubt, heard of kimonos
and doubtless have seen them. However, most of

the kimonos you see in this country are of frightfully bright-color combinations, or rather, they look

as though someone decided to see how many dif-
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ferent abominably bright colors he could put on
one piece of cloth, and used kimono as his laboratory material. In short, these so-called Japanese
dresses one sees in this country are, in most
cases,

like the famous so-called Chinese dish “chop suey,”
which everybody knows is entirely an American invention. The only resemblance between the—shall
I say American kimono and Japanese kimono is
the

cut.

Still you might insist:

“Well, the kimonos

sold in this country were made in Japan.” And
I
would reply: “There are sly businessmen in Japan,

just as well as in any other country, who figure,
why not make ghastly dresses if the ultimate buyers like them, and that accounts for these kimonos
being made in Japan.
Now that we have made the distinction betwee
n
the American and Japanese kimonos, we might
proceed toa little history of this type of garment.
Originally these dresses had sleeves that were
so wide
that they dragged on the ground, somewhat
in the
fashion of trains on present-day dresses.
The body
of the garment was almost twice as long
as the
wearer’s height, the extra length of cloth spread
ing

on the floor in a graceful curve. The graceful curves
and folds made by long sleeves and the body of the
dress added to the beauty of the garment, and was
therefore suitable to the taste of the people of the

time. However, as the people became more active
and “‘speed-conscious” with the progress of civilization, these kimonos, whilst beautiful, were found

to be awkward and impractical. The dresses became shorter and shorter, until to-day the sleeves
come only a few inches below the knees, and the
bottom of the dress barely touches the feet.
The only difference between men’s kimonos and
those of women is, as far as the cut is concerned,

that in men’s dresses the sleeves are a few inches
narrower. ‘The sleeves, however, are not open for
their entire width. Now, if you can picture to yourself a pair of sleeves slightly wider than the sleeves
of an average overcoat, with a sort of a bag hanging down from each of them for the whole length of
the arms, you have a better idea of the entire thing.

These seemingly absurdly wide sleeves serve a twofold purpose: first, they add to the gracefulness of
appearance, and secondly, they serve as pockets, as

there are no pockets in kimonos. It is truly said of
the Japanese that they never have anything for
which they have no use—just a little manifestation
of patriotism.
Having given a general idea of the costume of the
Japanese—nothing like giving one’s self the benefit of the doubt as to one’s ability of describing—
the next step would be to treat the same in more
detail. Men’s kimonos are usually very conserva-

tive in color, limited mostly to black, dark blue,
and gray. The designs on them are of lighter shade
of the same color as the background, and the de-

signs themselves are usually limited to narrow
stripes and very small checks. ‘The formal kimono
for men is black, with the family crest brought out
in white on both shoulders and the middle of the
back.
Now comes the more difficult task, that of treat-

ing women’s costumes.

Japanese women, as wo-

men of any other nation, like color in their habits.
However, their taste is more conservative. The
commonest colors used in dresses are dark blue,
dark brown, purple, and black for formal dresses,

and white for mourning. But as was said previously, women must have color in their dresses, and
Japanese ladies satisfy this feminine inclination by

bringing color to their dresses by means of embroidery and small “all-over” designs. However,
the embroidery work is limited only to the lower
part of the dress and sleeves, naturally making the
costumes appear rather bottom-heavy.

In order to

obtain the artistic balance essential to beauty, they
wear a wide sash on which embroidery work is

wrought. ‘These sashes are worn very high, almost
on their breast.
In Japan, as in any other country, husbands have
their troubles because of the feminine craving for

beautiful dresses. However, Japanese husbands
are better off than most of the husbands of the Occident.

In occidental countries, as we all well

know, styles of dresses change constantly, with
rather a damaging result on the poor husband’s
pocketbook. The Japanese women had all the
changes of style they wanted, and now have settled
down to one style, thus making things considerably
easier for the husband.
However, I must add, that the prospects are not
too bright for future husbands, as the so-called
“modern girls” prefer occidental, or more particularly Parisian dresses, to their traditional dresses.
It is a shame that they should want to discard their
beautiful traditional costumes, especially when they

look so much better in ther native kimonos. Therefore, the prospects for the future husbands of Japan
are rather dark, unless the men can convince their
prospective wives that they look better in their na-

tive costume, and that they should stick to it. But—
did men of any nation in the history of mankind
ever succeed in changing women’s ideas, particularly with regards to what they will wear?

I have all my life regretted that I did not keep a
journal—Sir Walter Scott.
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Let's Go Hollywood
e By Richard Williams
Let's take Dick’s invitation and “Go
Hollywood.’ Dick was “over there,”
learned from relatives and friends how
to get a good LOOK-SEE!; and gives us
the inside story of Hollywood, the “City
of Make-Believe.” Let's get going!

HERE are some nineteen towns and hamlets
in these United States bearing the title of
Hollywood, but only one is famous. That, of course,
is the glamorous California city from whence come
most of our motion pictures. If you ever plan to
visit it, you will have to drive there, for no train

passes through any part of that city of 100,000
population.

To outward appearances, Hollywood is much the
same as any other average American city. But
when we give a closer inspection, and notice those
big studios, the Hollywood Bowl, the unique theaters, and those lavish homes perched over there on
the hillsides—ah! Maybe Hollywood is different.
Oddly enough a great percentage of the studies
are not in Hollywood but in small suburbs nearby.

looking spectacles you have never seen before.
There are western and Arctic villages, docks and
ships, prisons, jungles, and cities set side by side.
Most of these sets are merely painted scenery held
up in back by two-by-fours. Nothing is real. If
you see a scene where a girl is tearfully waving
good-bye to her soldier sweetheart from an upstairs
window, you know that she is standing on a ladder
behind the inn-front.
We watched the filming of a dessert scene. A
group of Arabs stood clustered in front of a stone

mountain.

In the distance stretched the desert.

Back by the cameras it all looked very real, but a
closeup showed the rock mountain to be made oi

cardboard and the desert but a painted backdrop.
Some sets, however, are more realistically constructed. At the Warner Bros. studio there is a
vast prison which appears to have been badly damaged by fire. Its blackened walls, and crumbling
roofs with the gloomy, barred windows appear as
if the flames had just been put out. They used this
set about eight years ago, and it has been used
many times since. At the same studio there is a

The Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Hal Roach, and RKO-

seaside village with a genuine schooner tied up at

Pathe studios are at Culver City, Warner Bros. at
Burbank, Fox at Movietone City, etc. Paramount
and United Artists are the only big studios in the
city proper. Of course you see why this is—before

There are countless other interesting sets, which
one can spend hours rambling through.

the dock. But there is no water at all, just level
ground. They first used this set for “Moby Dick.”

the depression when producers were erecting stu-

The typical Hollywood visitor is eager to press

dios, Hollywood real estate was too high-priced, s.

on, however, and see some of the movie stars he or

the canny business men moved out into the neighboring valleys.

she has heard so much about.

It is a well-nigh impossible task for the ordinary
individual to get in the studios. ‘The advent of
talking pictures broke up the custom of allowing
spectators at the filming of new movies, for a sneeze
or whisper could cause thousands of dollars in “re-

takes.” The producers found this out sadly enough,
after a good bit of experimenting. People just will
not be quiet!

So Mr. and Mrs. John Public don’t see much of
the studios behind those huge, stone walls. But if
one has persistence he can generally get into the
back-lots. These are large tracts of ground behind
the sound stages and dressing-rooms, which are
filled with outdoor sets. Such incongruous, weird
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“Oh, look! There’s Clark Gable!” some sub-deb
will gasp, when the individual isn’t Gable at all.
It is seldom that you will see the screen celebrities
at the studios, unless you are up on their personal
schedules. And almost never do you see them on

the streets of Hollywood, riding or walking. They
are ofttimes there but you do not recognize them.
“Where can we see them, then?” you ask.
“Well, there are two likely places. At nights,
you may see them attending some movie premiere
of a new picture, or at one of the popular nightclubs.
Premieres are elaborate affairs usually attended

by thousands of onlookers who gather to see their
favorites parade into the theater. At an opening at

the United Artists theater I saw two-thirds of the
stars on the Paramount Pictures payroll, inculding
the exotic Marlene Dietrich, at a distance of but a

few feet.

It is at this type of event that the auto-

a sort of primitive effect.
The Fox Carthay Circle, a glistening, white castle with a tall tower is another beautiful showhouse.
Another favorite haunt of screenland is the cele-

numerous film celebrities together wtih their signa-

brated Cocoanut Grove, a night-club that is neither
rowdy nor cheap. Here the celebrities of screen,
stage and radio mix, and dine and dance to the music of the nation’s most famous orchestras. At the
present time Guy Lombardo and his Royal Canadians are fulfilling an engagement there.
But after you have made the rounds of the studios, premieres and night-clubs, for your biggest

tures and the date at which the imprints were made.

thrill, go up on one of the towering mountains at

Inside the theater the Oriental atmosphere is ac-

the edge of Hollywood after nightfall. There you
can gaze down on the cinema city, and farther away

graph and kodak fans gather.

The theaters are often of special interest. Particularly outstanding is Grauman’s Chinese Theater in Hollywood. ‘The vast front is in the form of
an ancient Chinese temple with smaller pagodas
around the sides. On the pavement in the forecourt
set in the cement are the hand and foot prints of

centuated with all attendants clad in Mandarin
robes, and Chinese gongs, vases, and Buddhas
grouped about the corridors. In the auditorium
there are massive pillars on both sides, and curtains

on Los Angeles and the beach resorts, glittering
under a million lights twinkling madly in a rainbow
of colors. It symbolizes Hollywood perfectly—the

which can be drawn closed between them, giving

city of make-believe.

Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
© By James Schopler
Longfellow’s life was without a stain,
his verse without a flaw. He wrote no

line which dying he would wish to blot,

the most popular and best known of American

or which living he might not justly be

poets.

proud of.

Henry Longfellow came from a respectable family stock. On his mother’s side he claimed descent
from John Alden, who came to this country on the

M: first recollection of Henry Wadsworth

Mayflower, and who was the first white man to step

Longfellow’s poetry hearkens back to the

upon land at Plymouth. His father was a property
holding citizen, born in England, but who had come

second or third grade in grammar school.

One of

the first poems I was taught was “The Song of Hiawatha.” Some lines are vaguely familiar yet, starting something like this:
“On the shores of Gitche-Gumee,

Of the shining Big -Sea-Water,...”
As impressions made in early youth generally are

to this country in early life.
Longfellow’s writings are sufficient evidence that
he must have inherited the best traits of his parents.
His gentleness, sweetness, and purity, characteris-

tic of both his father and mother, made him the

most beloved poet of the period.

He was ever ready

lasting, the name Longfellow at the end of the poem
remained vividly in my mind. Even to-day the

to receive a friend, no matter how busy he might

thought “long fellow” comes to mind whenever I

change of affairs, and he was the victim of two,

come across the name Henry Wadsworth Longfellow. That was the only way I could possibly have
remembered him, by associating him with some sort
of a mental picture.
On March 24, we commemorate the fifty-second
anniversary of the death of Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow. Born in Portland, Maine, on February
27, 1807, Longfellow was destined to become one of

Longfellow never lost his spirit of cheerfulness.
After attending private schools to his middle
teens, Longfellow enrolled at Bowdoin College,
where he made an excellent record for himself. He
was graduated in 1825, ranking fourth highest in a
class of 39 students. It was during his college days
that he received his literary start, the impetus of
which set his heart upon a literary career. While

have been.

Even in the face of the most adverse
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still attending school, many of his poems were accepted and published by magazines, so much so
that the name Longfellow was slowly but surely
creeping into the ranks of the poets of that period.
He accepted a post as professor of languages at

Bowdoin College after graduation, but in order to

Try as he might, Longfellow never got over that
blow. This is evidenced from the fact that he
wrote “Cross of Snow” in memory of her, eighteen
years after her death. Although he failed to show
it outwardly, the loss left him heartbroken. Many
times he mentions of grieving over her:

better prepare himself for the position, Longfellow

made an extensive tour of the Old World. During
the years 1825-29 he visited France, Spain, Italy,
and Germany. It was here that he acquired the
material and background that were to play an important role in many of his later poems.
Longfellow was married to Miss Mary Storer
Potter in 1831. Meanwhile he remained a profes-

sor at college until 1835, when he revisited Europe.
While in Rotterdam, Holland, his young wife died,
bringing to a sharp culmination years of utmost
happiness.
The young poet, only 28 years of age, returned
home and buried himself in his work, lest he should
grow remorseful over the loss of his wife. In the

“Such is the cross | wear upon my breast
These eighteen years, through all the
changing scenes
And seasons, changeless since the day she
died.”
Longfellow ranks among the first of the truly
great American poets. In this respect he is deserving of the high place allotted him among the poets
of our literature. While he pursued the beaten path
_of literature, introducing nothing drastically new
in thought, plot or style, his works were extremely
" nular. Some critics say that he lacks passion and
the power of great poets. Behind each line that
flowed from his pen, Longfellow placed into it his

summer of 1843, his marriage to beautiful Frances
Elizabeth Appleton took place. Years of contentment followed, but they too were brought to an

character. Beauty of expression, deep thought, and
extreme deliberation can be found in all his poems.

abrupt close by a sad occurrence. While sealing
packages of her daughter’s curls, Mrs. Longfellow’s
dress caught fire. Longfellow attempted desperately to beat out the flames, but his efforts were futile,
and she died shortly after.

into the minds and hearts of American people, him

March 24, the anniversary of his death, brings back

“Who, through the long days of labor,

And nights devoid of ease,
Still heard in his soul the music
Of wonderful melodies.”

I should like to see lectures on “How to Read

the Newspapers” given in colleges and schools and
elsewhere . . . Only as we are able to estimate the
relative amount of credence to be given to conflicting reports, and to judge for ourselves the reliability of the sources of the news, do we come

somewhere near seeing that true picture of the
world about us which we must see if we are to
play our part in it intelligently and independently.
—Frederick L. Allen.
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College Clippings
® By Jack the Clipper

I did not know before that—
A coach said: “There’s more guts in the Vassar
Flower Chain, or whatever they call it, than there
is in this football team.”
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Dean Lord of Boston University made a nationwide survey of the relation of education to income,

and found that a high school graduate earns $137
in the same period of time that the graduate of the
college of business administration makes $312.
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Coach Michael Percarovitch of Gonzaga University Bing Crosby’s Alma Mater) believes “the
idea that girls are an inspiration for a football
player to do bigger and better things is a hoax.”
8
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An accounting professor says Noah was the
greatest financier the world has ever known. He
floated his stock when the rest of the world was
liquidated.
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Six hundred and fifty-eight dances were held on
and off the campus of Ohio State University last
year by campus organizations.
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The Prince of Siam was flunked out of Princeton.
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The only college news reel theater in the United
States has begun its second year at the University
of Minnesota, and is open every noon to students

for the admission price of five cents.
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There is enough carbon in you to make 9,000

pencils.
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Every time a low note is struck on the Paromount
Theater organ, it costs the theater $10 in broken

glass electric bulbs.
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Every day the janitors of Radio City Music Hall
have to clean out 2800 ash trays.
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Shakespeare planted 250 puns in Love’s Labor
Lost.
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Kittens do not hunt mice instinctively. They
have to learn to do so by imitating older cats.

A college freshman has only one-half the vocabulary of the common laborer.
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Creighton University boasted a pair of six feet,
eight inch forwards.
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Rubinoff is not a good violinist, according to
musicians. However, thousands prefer his fiddling
to the violin playing of Kreisler’s.
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Men positively do not snore louder than women,
and it is impossible to distinguish between male
and female snores.
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In over three years of broadcasting, Amon ’n’
Andy have written nearly 3,500,000 words of copy.

* £ oe 4
When a player drops a coin in a common type of
slot machine he has one chance in 8% of getting
2 slugs back; one chance in 12% of getting 4 slugs
back; one chance in 83% of getting 8 slugs back;
one chance in 250 of getting 12 slugs back; one
chance in 1,000 of getting a jack-pot.
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A wide-awake professor at Fordham passed a
student who had been dead six months.

8) # ee &
A student at St. Boaventure College burned up
when someone broke an egg in his pocket because

he couldn’t see that the yolk was on him.
iet
Robert Louis Stevenson wrote “Travels with a
Donkey” after he was married.
C8 es ee Oe
Students in an English class at Oklahoma A. &
M. are fined one cent every time they misspell a

word.
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Dr. Bundensen, who broadcasts Adventures in
Health, has a sound-proof in the basement of his

Chicago home where he can study, read, and keep
out of the way of his six children.

Rt Be Se
Denver University freshmen are forcibly ejected
from all football and basketball games if they are
discovered bringing dates with them.
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The Stadium Spectator
e By Jim Brown
N OW that Lou Tschudi’s great University of
Dayton basketball team has hung up its silks
for the last time this season, we believe that a little
review of the season would not be amiss.

The Flyers finished the season with an impressive
record of hoving won 10 games while losing only

7.

We say only seven because it has not been the

custom in the past for Flyer teams to lose only

seven games.
‘The record also is important in view of the fact
that the team dragged itself from the quagmire of
mediocrity, while under the influence of a student

coach, something almost unheard of in collegiate
circles.

Of course, it goes without saying that the biggest
thing in the record book is the fact that Red and
Blue won five ames, while losing none in the Ohio
Conference, and thereby became heir to the mythical championship.
Not bad for an inexperienced student coach in his

first year—the Ohio Conference Championship
!
i a Oe

WITTENBERG
Dayton reached the climax of its ever-increasing

court success in the second Wittenberg game, when
the local lads ran rough shod over a favored Lutheran team to give the home folks the most satisfying victory of the season. The fact that three days
after the Dayton victory over the Lutherans, the
latter defeated Ohio Wesleyan, Buckeye A. A.
champs, most certainly did not subtract from the

Ohio standing of the Flyers.
ik 2 ye 8%
Lou Tschudi, coach of the triumphant Dayton
team, gives below, in his characteristic, breezy fash-

ion, his personal reaction to the season just passed:
tt ee ee 8
mug, you’re not dreaming . . .
ya
Pinch yourself
you’re actually gonna coach the Varsity . .. Utopia, but wait . . . ‘twon’t be a bed of roses . . .

and

even if it was, remember roses got thorns . . . Holbrook in a walk ... but we have to walk back
from the State night-mare. . . Toledo bows in an
overtime session ... but the official at Wilming-

Despite the ten sunny spots that more than over-

ton doesn’t like our looks, and every time we make

still

a face, Wilmington shoots one from the free throw

shadowed the

seven dark areas, one game

rankles in the breast of every dyed-in-the-wool fan.
The game in question is the one played New Year’s
Night at the Coliseum against Ohio State. How
many times have you asked yoursef, “Could Ohio
State have beaten the Dayton team that beat Wittenberg?”
We think not, and that is just what rankles. Had
Ohio State met the Flyers when they were in their
stride, they most certainly would not have pushed
‘T’'schudi’s warriors around as they did on New
Year’s Night.
EARLHAM WAS TOUGH!
Earlham College, in particular, is an Indiana team
that plays by ‘note.’ Slim Gullion molded a fast,
aggressive, tireless, brilliant basketball team last
year that was one of its best quintets in the state.

The Flyers took the play from the Quakers by
displaying a diversified offense that carried up and
down the floor at breath-taking speed.

Earlham was the best team, but until the final
gun Slim Gullion couldn’t wipe the perspiration

from his brow for fear of uncrossing his fingers.
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line. . . Our second win in the conference as Bow-

ling Green is bowled over... but Earlham increases the severity of my headaches with a sound
trouncing. . . A close one over St. John’s is tough
on the fingernails. . . We look our best to date as
John Carroll is left far behind .. . the third conference victory. . . An inferior club from Bliss College inflicts a loss on our worst off-night of the season... Wittenberg rubs it in, in their own backyard. . . Something’s gotta be done. . . We're not
playing the type ball best suitable to the club. . .

Let’s speed up the offensive . . . stop being con-

servatve ... and see what happens! ... It did!
... Wins over St. John’s and Toledo in foreign
territory, and then we get robbed by a lousy Adrian
outfit on, not a bandbox—a matchbox. . . Alumni,
Wittenberg, and Otterbein are overpowered ...
and a scare thrown into the wonderful Earlham

club. . . Your headaches are over for the time being. . . And after it looked like you were going to
make Jim Brown look foolish. .. You vindicated
his judgment. .. I hope! Conference Champs.. .
Hot Dog! !!

Joe Spatz
BAKERY
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Ir you’re feeling low in spirit,
Full of tronble—none to hear it,

Curled up glumly in a chair

Dayton, O.
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